
PR-Z 162 · Vales of the Matarraña RoutePR-Z 162 · Vales of the Matarraña Route
A cycling and hiking route located in Maella that caresses the southernmost county
limits and combines pleasant fluvial landscapes with the secular dry lands of hills and
valleys. The extensive stagnant sheet of water of Valcomuna halfway along the route
does not fail to surprise the visitor because of the curious location of this reservoir, in
a lateral valley away from the course of the river. Scattered along the way, are
remains of trenches, a small crossing, and, above all, some monumental pines such as
the Pí de Tudó, which stands out for its large size, capturing the attention of visitors.

/17,1 KM/ D+: 245m/ 4h /Circular/17,1 KM/ D+: 245m/ 4h /Circular

The PR-Z 162 leaves by track in the area of the bridge, in front
of the swimming pools, and goes up the right bank of the river.
After passing some farms, the circular circuit begins and turns
off to the left, towards the hill of the trenches through the
mountain area. The bad path progresses through a hilly and
rocky area to go down the mountain to a farm road. The route
then progresses along a firm path through hills, valleys, and
cultivated fields. 

The road runs through an area of olive groves and scrubland
and passes by a small crossroads. Again the road becomes a
path and a livestock trail through a rough area of scrubland to
evolve into a trail and lead to a better track.

It continues progressing now to the left by farm tracks towards
the monumental Pí del Tudó, which is a few meters to the right.
Next to a farmhouse, turn right to look for the precarious path
that descends to the Pino Chulero, located next to Mas del
Campo.

Turn right onto the main trail and go along the bank of the
Valcomuna reservoir. By good track in a slight descending
sense, and accompanied by the Camino Natural, the PR crosses
the riverbank of the Matarraña between fields of fruit trees until
the point where the loop began, ending again in Maella in a few
minutes.
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Chapel of Santa Bárbara, 18th century; Church of Santa María, 14th century; Parish Church of San Esteban, Romanesque with
Plateresque decorative elements (16th century); Clock Tower, begun in the 11th-12th century in Romanesque style, followed by 28
meters of Mudejar style; Castle of Maella; Birthplace of the sculptor Pablo Gargallo.

Más informaciónMaella:  Bar, Meals, VUT and Store.

datasheet
Distance:Distance:  17,1 km17,1 km
Time:Time:  4h4h  
Elevation +:Elevation +:    245m245m
Elevation -: Elevation -: 245 m245 m
Kind of Tour:Kind of Tour:  CircularCircular
Natural environment severity:Natural environment severity:  22
Itinerary Orientation: Itinerary Orientation: 22
Difficulty:Difficulty: 2 2
Effort:Effort:  33
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